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Introduction

Austerity is a single-player board game in which you take the role of the finance minister in a country near-crippled with debt. You decide which institutions are funded, where the cuts are made and choose how to react to events that occur – but the rest of the country has other ideas and won’t necessarily behave... if you can’t balance the budget and pay off the country’s debt before your decisions come back to haunt you, you’ll be out of office and out on the street with the rest of them!

In Austerity, the state of the country’s finances is represented by a budget bag of coloured cubes; each cube represents funding for security services or welfare programmes, income, debt or the unrest and crime that result from such desperate times. As the year progresses the player draws pairs of cubes from the bag, which determine events that occur that the player must react to. The player may decide when to raise taxes or sell government gilts, when income is available which institutions to funnel funding to, and when debt rears its ugly head which institutions have to face the cuts of austerity.

You Will Need:

- A print out of the game board.
- Identically-shaped tokens in five colours - ten of each should be more than enough:
  - Black (debt)
  - White (welfare)
  - Blue (policing and security)
  - Red (crime and unrest)
  - Yellow (income)

  (8mm wooden euro-cubes are ideal for this; an optional sheet of proxy tokens is also provided, which may be useful for colourblind players. If you use these it is recommended that they are glued to thick card and cut out individually, so they are easier to handle.)

- A bag or cup that you can put the cubes/tokens in, shake them around and draw randomly from.
- 8-10 other marker tokens - cubes in a sixth colour are perfect.
- A media-ready face for TV interviews, a spin doctor and if all else fails a biographer to explain how it was all someone else’s fault that it went horribly wrong.
Setup

Add the following cubes to the bag:

- 4 Black/Debt
- 2 Red/Crime & Unrest
- 2 Blue/Security & Policing
- 1 White/Welfare
- 1 Yellow/Income

Place five of the marker tokens on the '5' spaces in each of the vertical tracks on the right hand side - Employment, Public Safety, Wealth, Health and Popularity. Place the remaining three marker tokens on the left-most space of the Cuts tracks at the bottom of each of the Institutions at the bottom of the board - Private Enterprise, National Security and Social Welfare.

Playing the Game

A Year in Politics

Draw two cubes from the bag and place them in the area labelled 'Current' at the top-left.

Look at the Cube Draw Results entry for the pair that you've drawn and follow the instructions for that event - see Add/Remove/Spend below for more details. In several events there's a choice you have to make - pick either one option or the other, but not both. If you have the option to move a track beyond its maximum you may still take that option, but that particular track does not change.

If a single black Debt cube remains in the Current area, you must advance the Cuts track on one of the Institutions at the bottom of the page - see Cuts below for details.

If any of the cubes drawn were yellow Income cubes, you may use the money to Fund one of the three Institutions or you may bank it in your Treasury for later - see Income below for details. It is not required to do either.

> If any special rules allow you to place different coloured cubes in the Treasury, this is done in exactly the same way as for Income cubes above.

Move any remaining cubes in the Current area to the Used area below it, and then draw another two cubes and repeat the above steps until the bag is empty. If at any point you can only draw a single cube, place it directly into the Used area and ignore it for this Year.

At any time during the year you may carry out any of the three actions listed in the centre of the page - see Actions below.

Example

Two cubes are drawn from the bag – an Income cube and a Security cube.

Looking at the Cube Draw Results table, this means that the ‘Security Spending’ event has occurred, and we must choose whether to increase Public Safety or Popularity. We choose the populist security-theatre option, and increase the Popularity track by one.

Next, since one of the cubes is an Income cube, we may use that money – we choose to Fund Private Enterprise, giving out government grants to encourage employment and raise the Employment track by one. The yellow Income cube is placed on the Private Enterprise space, and the blue Security cube is placed in the Used area.
**Year End**

After you have emptied the Budget Bag, the political year ends; perform the following steps in sequence:

- Check to see if you have won - see *Ending the Game* below
- Add a number of yellow Income cubes to your Treasury equal to the number of Income icons printed in the current space on the Employment track (0, 1 or 2).
- Adjust Wealth one step up or down the track towards the level of Employment (e.g. if Employment is lower than Wealth, reduce Wealth by one step; if Employment is at the same level as Wealth, then leave Wealth where it is).
- Adjust Health one step up or down the track towards the level of Public Safety.
- Adjust Popularity one step up or down the track towards the level of Wealth, and then adjust Popularity a second time one step up or down the track towards the level of Health.
- Put all the cubes from the Used area and Income cubes placed on Institutions back in the bag and start the next political year.

**Add/Remove/Spend**

When you see the following keywords, perform the relevant procedure:

- **Add** - add an extra cube of the relevant colour to the Used area, ready to go into the bag at the end of the year.
- **Add to Bag** - add an extra cube of the relevant colour directly to the bag.
- **Remove** - remove a cube of the relevant colour from the Current area and out of the game. If there is not a cube of the relevant colour in the Current area, you may remove it from the Used area or the Treasury instead.
- **Spend** - remove a yellow Income cube from the Treasury or the Current area and out of the game.

Note that Spend is very similar to Remove, but allows you to choose which of the Current area or the Treasury to take the cube from, but does not allow you to take it from the Used area. Remove does not allow you to choose which box to take the cube from if there is an appropriate cube in the Current area.

When cubes are removed or spent they are not removed from the game permanently - they may be re-added later through an Add action, but for now they re-join the supply of cubes waiting to be used. There is not intended to be any resource limit on any of these cubes.

**Cuts**

If you draw a black cube and a cube of another colour, then as your nation struggles to pay off its debts you need to cut the budget of one of your national institutions. It's only temporary! At least, that's what you tell the press.

Check the Institutions at the bottom of the board to see which ones have the colour pair you drew listed against their Cuts track; pick one of those Institutions and advance the marker token one step along the track.

Once the marker token reaches the final step - that is, this Institution has been selected for cuts three times - perform the penalty listed in that final step and then move the marker token back to the leftmost start step on the track until further cuts are assigned to this Institution.
Inco
ome
If any of the cubes you drew were yellow Income cubes, then you may either spend that money on one of your national institutions immediately, or save it in your Treasury for future emergencies. You do not have to do either – you may move Income cubes to the Used area if you like.

If you wish to save the Income for later, then place the cube directly into your Treasury, where it may later be Spent to mitigate future events. Bear in mind that this takes the cube out of the budget bag permanently – Income cubes cannot move from the Treasury to the bag, you may only Spend cubes in the Treasury.

Alternatively, if you wish to fund an Institution, place the cube on the Institution of your choice at the bottom of the page and immediately claim the reward listed to the right of the arrow. Only one cube may be placed on each Institution in a year - you may not place a second cube nor claim a second reward from the same Institution in a single year.

(Note that some of the optional Advanced Rules allow you to break the one-cube-per-Institution-per-year rule.)

Actions
At any time during the year, you may perform any of the three Actions listed in the centre of the page - Raise Taxes, Borrow Money or Pay Loan. Simply perform the Action as described, which will involve adding or removing some combination of cubes.

Actions may be performed any number of times in a turn, before or during or after resolving cube effects - but remember that immediately that the bag is emptied, no more actions may be performed until next year.

Ending the Game
If at any point during the game - even mid-year - any of the tracks falls down to the shaded 0 space at the bottom of the track (Employment, Public Safety, Wealth, Health or Popularity), then you immediately lose the game.

If at the end of the year, during the 'Check for Win' step, the bag is empty and there are no black Debt cubes in the Used area, then you have successfully cleaned up your nation’s finances and you win!

Notes
Austerity is not supposed to have component limits – if you run out of a particular colour of cube and have another colour that you could substitute, please do! There is no upper limit to the number of each colour cube to use in the game, but it is highly unlikely that you will ever need more than ten or twelve.

The contents of the bag is not a secret. You could, after all, count the number of cubes that go in and check which have been pulled out, so feel free to look in the bag at any time and use this information to inform your decisions – just make sure that you give it a good shake afterwards to randomise the next cube draw properly.

If you have a single cube left over at the end of the Year, that cube is still ignored even if it’s an Income cube (in which case you miss out – bad luck!) or a Debt cube (in which case you don’t have to make cuts for that one cube – lucky!).

When counting total cubes at Year End for special rule conditions, cubes in the Treasury are not counted.
Optional Advanced Rules

The advanced rules pertain to the optional second sheet of printing, which contains a number of cards. These cards are designed to be added on in a modular fashion – you may use any combination of these modules at once. See the note on difficulty at the end of this section for further details. If at any time the rules from this section conflict with the rules in the base game, then the rules in this section take precedence and replace the rules in the base game.

Policy Cards
The top three cards of the advanced cards file are Policy Cards, which represent the general approach your government takes toward running the country. Some policies are deliberate: you may choose to enact protectionist laws or sign free trade treaties. Others are a result of your actions: if your national security spending drops too low, your country will become lawless.

At the start of the game, place all three next to the board rotated such that the 'Neutral' side is upright.

At the end of each year, after checking if you won and before collecting taxes, check each Policy Card in turn and follow the relevant instructions for the current facing of the card.

Occasionally, during the Year End phase the conditions will have been met to rotate a Policy Card toward one end or the other - if this happens (and/or you choose to do so), read the new policy rules carefully; these are now in effect. Multiple policies may rotate in a single year; simply check and follow the rules on each card in turn.

Extra Institutions
The next three cards down on the Advanced Cards page are new Institutions. At any time, if you wish to invest in your country in a new way, you may Spend two Income to add one of these new Institution cards into play. Place the chosen Institution below the game board, and place an extra marker token on the first space of its Cuts track. From now on, this new Institution is used in exactly the same way as the three printed on the board; you may fund it with Income cubes, it suffers Cuts in the same way, and the rewards and penalties work the same.

A note on the Investment Institution, which represents you buying other countries' government bonds: it requires two separate Income cubes of funding in the same year to add a new Income cube; if it is only funded once at the end of the year, the Income cube used is replaced in the bag as usual and you must start again in the next year.

Scenarios
At the start of the game, select a scenario card; either choose one, or pick one at random. Rather than the 5/5/5/5/5 from the base game, set the Employment, Public Safety, Wealth, Health and Popularity tracks to the numbers below the title of the scenario you have chosen.

Read the rules on the scenario card carefully; these supplement the rules of the base game, and in the case of conflicts between the two, the scenario rules replace the rules in the base game. Several scenarios define additional actions that you can perform during the game.

At the beginning of Year End, instead of checking that you have won the usual way, check your scenario card for win conditions.
Starting Countries
At the start of the game, select a country card; either choose one, or pick one at random. This card replaces the usual contents of the bag - place cubes corresponding to the list of ten on the scenario card into the bag.

It is highly recommended that if you play with Starting Countries, you also play with Policy Cards. If you do, each Starting Country also dictates one policy decision; rotate the corresponding card to the specified face. Some of these may be altered depending on your choices during play; others are permanent conditions of that country.

A Note on Difficulty
The base game should be moderately easy - although still with scope to screw up or suffer from terrible luck!

To make the base game easier, add two yellow Income cubes to the bag at the beginning of the game. To make it harder, add one or two extra black Debt cubes.

Most of the scenario cards and starting countries generally make the game more challenging, and it’s recommended that you play the base game a couple of times to get used to it before graduating onto the scenarios. Each scenario has a choice of difficulty, where 'Easy' is approximately as hard as the base game.

Policy Cards have the capacity to make the game a little bit easier, if it's possible to pick your policies to match your situation.

Extra Institutions generally balance out - each extra institution purchased makes the game easier, but finding the spare money to purchase them is not so easy!